340B, worry-free.

WHY PDMI?
It’s the difference between
a 340B program and a
successful 340B program:

There’s nothing easy about effectively managing and administering your
340B discount drug purchasing program. Unless you have PDMI on your team.
The 340B Drug Pricing Program is a valuable resource to the community and
offers substantial clinical and financial opportunities to the 340B-covered
entity and its pharmacy partners. But the reality is,

Flexible, Custom Design
We can easily configure
our systems to match your
data flow and reporting
requirements.

340B can be time-consuming and complex.
WE’VE CHANGED THAT.

Our system accepts your
data flow with no changes
on your end.

A governmental program like 340B brings with it special considerations,
exacting requirements and detailed procedures that participants must follow.
PDMI’s focus on creating custom pharmacy benefit solutions for our clients
enables us to deliver a comprehensive, end-to-end 340B solution that makes
managing eligibility, maintaining compliance, replenishing inventory and
performing detailed reporting a seamless, effortless experience.

Ongoing Optimization

IT STARTS WITH ELIGIBILITY.

We continually search
for and identify volume,
cost, missed dispensation,
and replenishment
opportunities.

PDMI’s 340B eligibility process means fewer missed savings opportunities
and non-340B purchases. We customize our system to receive treatment
data in your format, then authenticate eligibility through a series of checks
and balances that includes verifying record of care, physician employment/
contract status and that prescriptions are consistent with the scope of services.
We then match, track and monitor NDCs to ensure you capture all available
discounts. We manage the eligibility process from start to finish—and free the
pharmacy from having to identify 340B-qualified prescriptions.

Seamless
Implementation

Full Drug Formulary
PDMI easily handles CIIs
and non-wholesaler
products.

Regulatory Compliance
We perform quarterly
true-ups to monitor
and manage pharmacy
inventory.

COMPLIANCE MADE EASY.
PDMI’s approach to 340B allows you to build a comprehensive, integrated,
easily auditable picture of eligibility: patients, drugs dispensed, health records,
purchases and invoices. We take compliance seriously and stand behind
our 340B services. We closely monitor the rapidly changing regulatory
environment at both at federal and state levels for any impact on our 340B
services and quickly incorporate any new opportunities or regulatory changes
into our system.

VIRTUAL INVENTORY, MANAGED WITH ACTUAL SIMPLICITY.
	PDMI’s 340B inventory and purchasing process means you don’t need
to maintain a separate 340B inventory—and that means improved cash
flow. We interface directly with major pharmaceutical vendors to ensure
seamless integration into your pharmacy’s supply chain.
WE TURN DATA INTO ACTIONABLE INFORMATION. YOUR WAY.
	PDMI’s clinical, financial, and management reporting tools are powerful
and customizable, allowing you to easily monitor the effectiveness and
efficiency of your 340B program. Use them to:
	
Ensure complete and current audit trails for compliance and analysis of
340B activity.
	
Gain visibility into where prescriptions are originating.
	
Clearly understand, identify and/or quantify the total volume captured in
the 340B-contracted pharmacies.

ADVANTAGES FOR
THE PHARMACY
	
Creates an established
relationship with
340B-covered entity,
resulting in increased
traffic/volume in
pharmacy, advertising,
additional partnership
opportunities, etc.
	Our eligibility validation
means no change to
pharmacy’s processes.
	
Seamless inventory
replenishment. No need
to maintain a separate
340B inventory.

	
Identify volume, cost, missed dispensation, and replenishment
opportunities.
	
Quantify your 340B savings by time period, drug, therapeutic class, and
other user-defined categories.
	
Track and trend sophisticated and complex protocols.
	Instantly organize and analyze claims, procurement and dispensing
financial information.
Anything missing? With PDMI, you can build ad-hoc reports to suit your specific needs—at no extra cost.

WITH PDMI’S 340B PROCESS, YOU GET:
End-to-end, flexible and fully customized solution
	
Exhaustive eligibility validation
	
Comprehensive and customizable management, financial, program savings and compliance reporting
	
Inventory true-ups; daily facilitation of inventory replenishment
	
Banking/cash management
	
Assistance in identifying and negotiating contracts with multiple pharmacy partners
	
The cleanest contract in the industry; administrative fee-only; no hidden charges or fees
	
PDMI’s legendary client service

We transform your business needs into creative solutions.SM

sales@pdmi.com
www.pdmi.com
800.774.0890

